Guidance
Following a comprehensive review and testing of many types of coffin, this advice and
guidance is offered to Funeral Operatives who have responsibility for the care of cremated
ash.
Background
* All ashes from coffin and the deceased are currently recovered and returned to family /
funeral director.
* The types of materials used in the manufacture of coffin and caskets have changed,
given the trend towards more personalised funerals.
* It is generally accepted that people are larger and require larger coffins and caskets than
those made in the past.
* A number of Ash Caskets are used and, again like coffins and caskets, these are
becoming more varied. Many new decorative types are available, made from differing
materials and being offered in a variety of shapes and sizes.
* The Cremation Sector has undertaken this review in conjunction with the FFMA as part
of a wider Coffin and Casket testing initiative. Using the services of a quality and UKASaccredited Testing House, the FFMA membership has submitted all the different types of
coffins and caskets for testing. This data has been collated. (Ash Residue test).
* The following guidance is offered and takes into consideration the size of coffin and
casket and the material used to make the coffin / casket. Using this data, we have
estimated the amount of residual ash and therefore the required size of ash casket
needed.
Recommendations
1) Ash Caskets already exist in the marketplace between 3.2 litres and 4.6 Litres these can
be used with consideration to the size of coffin / person been cremated, the coffin size and
the material the coffin has been made from.
Avoid these sizes when the coffin / casket is larger or made for a material which is known
to give more ash when compared to wood types.
2) The trade norm will be uplifted to be 4.6 litres. For reference, this is the size of the
“Polytainer”. It is anticipated smaller sizes will disappear from the market as demand falls
and stocks are used up.
3) Larger ash caskets i.e. > 4.6 litres but < 6 litres are available in the supply chain. These
should be considered in a variety of circumstances. In summary, these are generally for
coffins made from woven materials and larger coffin / caskets. For details please see
below.

Funeral Furnishings Manufacturing Association Ash Volume Recommendations

There are many different sizes and types of ash containers and caskets. It is important to know the volumetric
capacity. The manufacture will be able to supply you with these specifications.
Volumetric conversions
1 Litre = 1000 Cubic CM
1 Litre = 61.0237 Cubic Inch
1 Cubic Inch = 16.3871 Cubic CM
1 Cubic Inch = 0.0163871 Litre
1 Cubic CM = 0.0610237 Cubic Inch
1 Cubic CM = 0.001 Litre
Litre

Cubic Inch

Cubic CM

3.2

195.27584

3200

4.67

284.98067

4670

5

305.1185

5000

5.5

335.6485

5500

6

366.1422

6000

The FFMA Ash calculator has been designed to help operatives and funeral directors predict the volume ash you may receive back after cremation. For instance
the data is useful to ensure the ash will fit into the desired ash container given the large variation of product designs (size) presently available on the market.
The measurement stated is slightly overstated so if a product is matched exactly in size the container will should never be filled full to capacity.
Also often it is desirable to use a liner or ash bag, this may reduce the capacity of the vessel.

3.2 Ltr

Solid Casket - up to 4’9”
Cardboard Coffin - up to 5’2”
Chipboard Coffin - up to 5’2”
Oak Coffin - up to 5’2”
Pine Coffin - up to 5’2”
Sea Grass Coffin - up to 5’2”
Willow Coffin - up to 4’9”
Woollen / Card Coffin * - up to 4’9”

4.67 Ltr

Bamboo / Wood * - up to maximum manufacturing size of 6’3”
Banana / Wood Coffin * - up to 5’2“
Solid Casket - up to 6’5”
Chipboard Casket - up to 6’2”
Cardboard Coffin- up to 6’8”
Chipboard Coffin - up to 6’5”
Oak Coffin - up to 6’5”
Pine Coffin - up to 6’8”
Picture Wooden MDF Coffin - up to 6’2“
Sea Grass Coffin - up to 6’5”
Willow Coffin - up to 6’5”
Woollen / Card Coffin * - up to 6’5”

5 Ltr

Banana / Wood Coffin * - up to 5’9“
Solid Casket - up to 6’8”
Chipboard Casket - up to 6’5”
Cardboard Coffin - Bariatric Cases up to 7“2”
Chipboard Coffin - up to 6’8”
Oak Coffin - up to 6’8”
Pine Coffin - Bariatric Cases up to 7’2”
Picture Wooden MDF Coffin - up to 6’5“
Sea Grass Coffin - up to maximum manufacturing size of 6’8“
Willow Coffin - up to 6’8”
Woollen / Card Coffin * - up to 6’8”

5.5 Ltr

Banana / Wood * - up to maximum manufacturing size of 6’3”
Solid Casket - Bariatric Cases up to 7’2“
Chipboard Casket - up to 6’8”
Chipboard Coffin - Bariatric Cases up to 7’2”
Oak Coffin - Bariatric Cases up to 7’2”
Picture Wooden MDF Coffin - up to 7’2“
Willow Coffin - up to 7’2”
Woollen / Card Coffin * - Bariatric Cases up to 7’2”

This guidance has been plotted on test data provided
by the FFMA’s research and testing house, Intertek.
Based on the following data statements;
* 150KG (23.7st) body inside the coffin.
* The weight of the coffin materials.
* The ash volume of the coffin.
* The length of the coffin
* We have allowed 2% additional space
* The recommendations have been based on 100% ash
recovery but we acknowledge the recovery rate changes
depending on the type of equipment used in the process
and the processing time.
* When Bariatric is stated we have allowed an extra 20%
coffin ash to alllow for extra width on a 7’2” coffin.
* The minimum size in any of our recommendations will
always contain the maximum.
* Coffins made from a mix of materials
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